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Sign up with your 
Google account from the 
school

Dont worry, the basic 
version is free… so 
ignore all the ads for 
PRO 

Signing up and making 
an account does not 
sign u up for the pro. 



Find the X and 
ignore all this “sign 
up for PRO stuff”



Find New Design

Choose Print

Then pick either 

● Flyer size- if your 
computer likes to 
crash

● Letter size if your 
computer has not 
been crashing

Click Create



Lets take a second and look at the workspace

This is 
your 
layers 
box

This is all your 
tool 
preferences ie 
what would be 
under the 
menus in 
illustrator
Like 
The color
Size 
Style of line or 
letter etc

This is your 
tool bar going 
across…. Its 
limited I know 
but it's got a 
good 
foundation



Ok lets get started

Choose 
the text 
tool

And pull a 
large box 
on your 
paper 
where you 
will be 
typing your 
letter



Type your 
first letter

Then 
highlight 
your letter 
so we can 
make 
styling 
changes

Just like in 
google doc



Increase the 
letter size



Now choose a font 
that demonstrates 
your personality… 
remember each letter 
will have a different 
font so you will have 
a lot of variety



Now change 
the color



Your first letter is 
done!!!! 

File >Export> as a png 
or jpeg



Ok now do this for all 6 letters of your name … remember it can be your last  
name or nickname or even a combination of all

You can open a new file for each letter or just toggle layers so where you save you 
only see one letter at a time



Part Two: Combine all the letters together in 
Photopea



Open a new file in 
photopea



Now lets get your letters

file> open and 
place

Do this for 
each letter





Toggle off 
the 
backgound



Right click 
on each 
layer and 
RASTERIZE



Using your magic 
wand tool select 
and the white and 
delete it from each 
letter





Toggle back on 
you background 
layer

Choose one of 
your letter layers

Edit > free 
transform

Scale and arrange 
your letter so it 
goes off two of the 
sides of your 
canvas



Continue to twist and 
contour all your letters

Reqs

● Three of your letters 
should go off the 
page

● 2 letters should feel 
dominant

● 2 or more of the 
layers should be 
rotated

● Arrange layers to 
help hide or highlight 
layers



Choose your 
paint bucket 
tool

It is hiding 
under the 
gradient

Choose a 
color



Choose a color 
and fill the 
background layer



Now play with 
the layer 
modes and 
opacity of at 
least 4 letters 
to create 
overlapping!



File > export as> jpeg

Tada Your done


